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Name and affiliation: 

Ms Sophia Stavrakakis  
School of Agriculture, Food and Rural Development,  
Newcastle University, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7RU 
 

Award Name and value of the award:  

Sir Kenneth Blaxter travel award, 1000£ 
 

Was any additional funding secured to support the activity?  

(If yes, please state the value and source of funding): 

Yes, Douglas Bomford Trust support award for research in Agricultural Engineering, 670£ 

 

Start/end date of the award: 

 

Summary of the award (Briefly describe the objectives and how was it undertaken): 

(approximately 300 words) 

 
A seven day visit to the International Society of Biomechanics Congress (ISBC), 04-09 August 
2013 in Natal, Brazil; to participate in the congress and present the results of the second and third 
experiments undertaken during the second and third year of my PhD, currently being undertaking 
at Newcastle University. 
Attending the ISBC congress provided an excellent opportunity for networking and the 
presentation of two papers from my PhD research on the development, validation and application 
of gait analysis in pigs by use of 3D motion capture technology entitled: “Skin marker placement 
reliability in kinematic studies” and “The pig as a quadruped model of modified body movement 
and inter-limb support coordination changes in the presence of lameness”.  
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Benefits of the Award: 

This is the main part of the report and the two sections below should be approximately 1000 words in 

total. You may focus on benefits to yourself, to the animal science community, or both – depending on 

the nature of the activity undertaken.   

 

Benefit of the award to you (e.g. new knowledge or skills, new contacts and collaborations): 

Benefit of the award to the animal science community, academic and industrial: 

 

Attendance of the International Society of Biomechanics Congress (ISBC) in Natal, Northern 
Brazil was a high-value scientific and networking experience. Having attended mainly Animal 
Science conferences and events thus far in my PhD, the ISBC has been an invaluable conference 
to attend, coming at a point in time which co-incided with the final months of my PhD project. 
At the congress I was able to attend nine oral and two poster sessions, and was privileged to hear 
five keynote lectures, given by among others the two founders (Prof Walter Herzog and Prof 
Benno Nigg from the University of Calgary, Canada) of modern Human Biomechanics. I now 
feel much more prepared, confident and able to face almost any examiner in my final PhD 
defence examination (Viva). The richness and broadness of bioengineering applications 
presented at the congress were very informative and representative of the current state of the art.  

Presentations I attended ranged from those on microscopic, tissue-level biomechanics 
about bone healing and the interaction of mechanical stimuli and immunology, to macroscopic, 
clinical movement analysis procedures using various measurement techniques up to 
musculoskeletal modelling, which appears to focus increasingly on the role of single muscle 
input in movement. Attempts are made to become more subject-specific and realistic, hence also 
more complex, as the most current human model included a finite element modelled knee joint 
with a dynamically adjusting axis of rotation (i.e. the joint landscape is a particular one and not 
the simplified hinge joint on which the widely used simplified models rely). The most recent 
proposals were to predict individual muscle activation from tendon length changes in ultrasound 
applications rather than from surface EMG (Electromyography) which suffers from an inability 
to distinguish between individual muscles. Audience questions were mainly related to processing 
power and simulation time requirements, and it became evident that a great part of success in this 
modelling relies on the efficient programming skills of the creator. However, simultaneously, 
clinicians appear to question the applicability, practicality and sensitivity of such complex 
modelling and measuring procedures. Hence, a clinical team from Berlin (led by Prof Duda) 
eventually measured joint forces directly by instrumenting joint implants in order to assess 
clinical treatments/external movement modifications aimed at improving/decreasing joint forces.  

Furthermore, there were proposals to reduce the laboratory character of gait analysis and 
apply portable, light-weight inertial sensor- (accelerometer)-based methods to humans which 
could then sample real life movement patterns since the sensors can be carried on shoes and even 
measure joint angles after calibration to align leg and sensor axes. In a farm animal context, this 
would obviously not be as straightforward, since we face challenges such as the inability to 
instruct subjects to carry out specific calibration movements and such applications would be 
possible only on sedated or a few very trained and calm animals. Interestingly, there seems to be 
a reorientation towards mid- and terminal stance-phase related parameters, and away from 
impact-related parameters, as new research has found that muscle activation patterns are 



associated with joint pathology and that muscle-driven joint forces may actually exceed impact 
loadings, especially when the natural frequency of muscle fibre response is not satisfied by the 
ground surface qualities. A presentation on compensation techniques of skin movement artefact 
proposed a new minimisation technique. Skin movement artefact is one of the two major 
problems of marker-based kinematics (the other is marker misplacement itself). However, as 
uncovered through a question to the speaker, all current methods assume that marker clusters do 
not move altogether in the same direction and by the same magnitude, which still leaves 
uncertainty in joint angles and any derived measure during the more susceptible parts of the gait 
cycle (i.e. after impact and during swing phases with increased skin movement).  

With respect to the number of subjects, in most applications 5-20 subjects participated, 
thus it is evident that within-subject consistency of a gait pattern (within subject replication) and 
the change of this gait pattern in response to an intervention are the effects of interest that 
clinical gait analysis mainly tries to measure. However, patient follow-up with new marker 
placements remains a challenge, and needs to be addressed by repeatability studies (such as the 
one I presented at the Congress). Walking speed as a confounding factor continues to potentially 
exist in most applications, without being corrected for other than being controlled to stay within 
a smaller range, whilst most subjects are allowed to walk at their preferred speeds. Depending on 
the gait laboratory, treadmills are not used, being considered to potentially produce artificial gait 
patterns (so I can take my place among those defending this position even more confidently 
now). Gait analysis and the summary and comparison of gait data remains a very challenging, 
yet necessary task, as visual assessment is even more challenging and limited.  

A very important discussion with a few researchers evolved around the problem of 
continuous data analysis and the general consensus was that multidimensional principal 
component analysis of supermatrices with (joint angle-/power-/moment-/force-) curves arranged 
in columns and gait cycle percentages in rows would be the most appropriate way to identify a 
set of gait parameters which best explains variation in outcome measures. This was defended by 
those researchers who believed that gait should be viewed holistically and not dissociated into 
isolated individual gait parameters. Although such isolated variables can be valuable and the 
simplest measurement depending on the application, I also believe in this holistic approach to 
gait and will try to include such an analysis in one of the remaining parts of my thesis which is 
still pending.  

At least three talks were delivered on the use of the Microsoft Kinect system as a cheap 
(one of the greatest limiting factors for the wide usage of motion analysis systems is their cost!) 
alternative to the analysis of human kinematics. I established contact with a speaker from 
Belgium, who used this device to provide real-time feedback to human patients in rehabilitation 
to maintain motivation for demanding kinematic exercises, especially among children. He is also 
exploring possibilities to fuse this apparatus with virtual world and gaming applications. The 
applicability of the Kinect device to measuring deviations from expected normal displacement or 
angle values in subjects with pathology (i.e. the sensitivity of the device and processing 
software) remains yet to be established, even in human application, and since there is no animal 
model within the Microsoft software, currently such an application is not possible for pigs 
without developing custom-written software to derive raw data from the device’s internal sensor 
set-up.   

With respect to quadruped biomechanics at the Congress, I was part of a very small lobby 
consisting of 3-5 researchers, most of them working with animals as models for human 
application. With most of them, especially Dr Boris Prilutsky (see following list of new contacts 



established), I had detailed discussion on the challenges of data collection and processing. 
Despite this isolated position as (farm) animal gait analysts, the congress and the selected 
sessions which covered clinical gait analysis, hip and knee joints and osteoarthritis, 
musculoskeletal modelling, were extremely informative and useful in reviewing and critically 
evaluating my own research and the work of others. Thus, tools were discussed to better group 
and analyse movement data, so that the effect of confounding factors can either be better 
estimated or using a principal component type analysis which can take the values of multiple 
parameter for an outcome into account at the same time whilst not reducing statistical power 
through deduction of degrees of freedom. Hence, both for writing up and defending my PhD 
thesis and for the potential continuation and selection of methodology for future work, the ISBC 
was an extremely valuable engineering event to attend. 
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